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Humans crave social acceptance and are wired to foster closeness and connection.
Through conversations and actions, we can build relationships that center on one crucial
element— trust. As a word, it arrives in many spheres of society and scholarly studies yet takes
many forms. Organizations seeking to achieve success can consider trust and the degree to which
their stakeholders trust them. It’s easy for trust to be diminished through mistakes or crises, and
it can be difficult to regain it once lost. Public relations practitioners and organizations alike can
consider the concept of trust as an essential piece to an organization’s internal and external
engagement efforts.
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) reports are annual documents produced by
organizations to demonstrate their past accomplishments and expectations for the future.
Essentially media devices, these reports are not regulated or standardized, so organizations can
decide how they want to present information their stakeholders (Cote, 2021). This is where trust
becomes a talking point— the choices that are made within these reports can easily be
opportunities for trust to be fostered or be diminished. As global temperatures soar, increasing
public demand to address global climate issues puts pressure on organizations to incorporate
sustainability initiatives. This creates pressure to appease stakeholder needs as a means of
maintaining economic viability and profit (Boiral et al., 2020). Organizations can meet these
stakeholder demands, foster trust, and maintain economic success by investing into welldeveloped ESG reports.
Two aspects of ESG reports arise: corporate intentions, or agendas, involved in the
making of the reports, and the reports as media documents. As the potential for stakeholder trustbuilding is high, corporations can benefit from building an image of responsibility and

accountability that shapes brand image. From a marketing perspective, this is achieved through
careful language and design that can serve to guide the viewer through the report.
Oil and gas companies face a particularly difficult PR situation as global demand for
sustainability arises. Often associated with consumption and exploitation of natural resources as
a means of producing energy, these companies are pitted in direct contrast with the necessary
objectives to reduce global climate issues. Therefore, they need to develop effective PR
strategies to incorporate sustainability initiatives into their brand image. The content of their
ESG reports may reflect these strategies and offer insight into their intentions in building trust
with stakeholders. This prompts the research question: How do oil and gas companies use
language and visuals in ESG reports as a PR device to promote trust-building? To address
this, an exploration of these reports and analysis of common themes can be beneficial.
Considerations of Trust
Public relations can benefit from the concept of trust-building. As organizations take
stances, develop policies, and make decisions, there are opportunities for public trust to increase,
change, or be diminished. An organization needs to anticipate these changes, create a
theoretically grounded plan, and enact it in a way that benefits the organization and establishes
trust among publics. Simplistically, trust can be thought of as a sense of belief and reliability in
the relationship between publics and an organization. However, there is a high degree of
variation in how trust is viewed and defined, and this merits further research. Trust plays a role
in reputation creation and management, business and economics, relationship building and
goodwill, and community building (Brunner and Smallwood, 2019). Research is needed to better
understand the way that trust-building can occur, circumstances that can deter trust, and new
practices that may help to build trust.

Is trust the most important word to focus on? Moloney pushes for a distinction of the
relationship between public relations and trust and the idea of it being the central piece to public
relations. He highlights the idea of trust to be a consequence of effective public relations, not the
ultimate driving factor of it. PR practitioners can take this idea and assume that trust will arise as
a byproduct of successful handling of issues and communications. Maloney discusses the selfcentered nature of societies, in that everyone is seeking to share their own ideas and succeed,
which leads to a culture of argumentation. He suggests that PR is a voice, and the way it is used
makes a difference— use PR practices as communication guidelines, with the goal of providing
space to foster trust. It’s difficult to capture the vastly different contexts that many organizations
will face throughout the course of their public engagement. In fact, it’s not possible to account
for the many specific, subjective perspectives and individual experiences that can occur.
Moloney presents a scholarly push to understand the definition of trust in different contexts to
understand how we can view trust with many factors at play (2005).
Considering different locations can be an effective step in the trust-building process.
Painter suggests that in political scenarios, trust can be built on Facebook more effectively than
campaign sites, as a result of the platform’s capacity for interactivity and self-expression as a
primer to building relationships (2015). It can be useful to consider the medium and method in
which dialogues are occurring, and how public relations professionals may incorporate these
ideas into their trust-building efforts. This can start by identifying existing dialogues,
understanding the spaces and forms of communication needed, then developing goals and
practices to meet these values and needs.
The practical applications of trust are highly varied and current studies on trust do not
offer a wide scope of methods. Valentini suggests that trust has been diminished between

organizations and publics in recent years. There are several theories from various fields (outside
of communication studies) that could be used to study trust and trust-building. Valentini
identifies two viewpoints: image management and relationship building, both of which have their
own components of trust-building (2020). This poses an important distinction— which should be
the area of focus, if either, and what are the aspects of trust-building within each? Valentini also
describes the subjective reality that different publics have and the influence that this may have on
how individuals view trust, and how an organization accounts for subjective demands.
Additionally, turning to studies of trust in the social sciences may provide useful ideas (2020).
Framing
Information is only as effective as the way it is presented. When it comes to building
trust, careful attention must be given to the language and layout of information as it is prioritized
toward communication goals. Developed in 1974 by Erving Goffman, Framing Theory is a
useful framework to consider the way that ESG reports are created, and how readers are guided
through information. However, this idea pushes the social interaction between organizations and
stakeholders into a different, more concerning direction. As soon as intentionality comes into
play, and total transparency minimized as a priority, manipulation can quickly enter the situation.
Assuming good intentions, however, it can hopefully be assumed that the framing of information
is only aligned with ideals that an organization seeks to foster trust towards, as no mal intent is
involved. As readers engage with information contained in ESG reports, they will experience the
framing effects and begin to shape their perceptions of the organization’s initiatives based on this
experience. This is a critical step in the trust-building process.
Similarly, agendas can influence the eventual framing of information. When
organizational goals are being shaped, specific values and intentions are placed upon the

communication efforts of the organization. In this way, the framing of information is likely a
result of this agenda. McCombs and Shaw developed Agenda Setting theory in 1972 to address
the way that media agendas covered events and presented different, or incomplete, information
than one would experience if attending an event themselves. In thinking of the connection to
ESG reports, an organization’s agenda would likely shape the priorities outlined within the report
and influence the framing of this information in a way that is best suited to promote audience
trust in the organization.
Images and Impressions
As external communications efforts are being considered for trust-building opportunities,
organizational image building can also be considered. Massey discusses a theory of
organizational image management as a means of understanding this process. Associated with a
marketing-communications perspective, a brand’s image in the eyes of stakeholders can shape
perceptions. As a continuous process, this image and reputation must be created and maintained
over time, and potentially restored after crises. As discussed, organizational perceptions within
social groups can have larger impacts on that organization’s reputation. Careful attention must be
placed to understand these perceptions and address these needs in the organizational image
building process (2016).
Impression management can be associated with brand image and perception and have
vast implications for trust. Boiral et. al discuss sustainability rating agencies (SRAs) and their
role in determining measures of sustainability initiatives using impression management. Wanting
to understand these approaches, the authors interviewed SRA employees. Stakeholder demands
for sustainability initiatives as well as economic market competition are leading corporations to
disclose sustainability efforts. The authors found that assertive impression management

strategies can be used to give readers an impression of trust and accountability, whereas
defensive strategies address a lack of clarity and distinction in sustainability ratings. The
assertive strategies include highlighting organization specificities and competency, promoting
reputation and commercial adaptation, enhancing quality of data collection and access, and
advocating for agency methodology. The defensive strategies include lack of standardization of
sustainability information, challenges in obtaining reliable information, and subjective
interpretations. The choices that organizations make on prioritizing certain language and
approaches can dictate how readers engage with their sustainability information. Findings
suggested that the process of gauging sustainability rating perceptions is not transparent, and
impression management techniques, industry variation, and lack of existing literature on SRAs
make it hard to determine a general sense of how sustainability ratings are selected (2020).
Despite the tempting assumptions that appeasing social demands and maintaining
economic viability are enough to prompt corporate investment in ESG reports, research suggests
that corporate sustainability reports actually are associated with sustainability efforts. That is,
they aren’t necessarily superficial promises exclusively in the name of building brand image or
trust. Upon exploring over 300 reports, Papoutsi and Sodhi scored sustainability topics and
compared them to external review indexes from Bloomberg and Dow Jones. Primarily looking to
address the assumption that these reports are often used to shape audience perceptions, the study
finds that sustainability efforts were aligned with those disclosed in the reports. As independent
reports do not require standardization or validation to be published, organizations could
potentially present data in a way that best suits their brand ideals. However, this study indicates
that this cannot always be assumed, and the reports warrant individual attention (2020).

Quantifying trust
As trust is often the product of other actions, such as effective communication, it can be
difficult to quantify. Aimed at accounting for larger social scales of trust, the Edelman Trust
Barometer is an essential player in the trust conversation. The firm describes trust as the
‘ultimate currency’ in organizational relationships, emphasizing the role it plays in reputation,
credibility, recovery from mistakes, and economic growth. Importantly, the barometer has a
global scope, provides context and comparisons for trust associations among large-scale global
organizations and their public perceptions (2021). As an annual publication, it offers
organizations a perspective on some effective business decisions that can be of benefit to them.
The Edelman Trust Barometer may be a vital resource or reference-point for a more modern
view of trust-building and provides a way to gauge trust, which is an essential tool for making
any claims of ‘good’ or ‘incomplete’ understandings of trust-building strategies in public
relations.
As contexts differ, so do perceptions of trust. Rawlins explores the dimensions and
definitions of trust, suggesting that trust varies according to personalities, social interactions, and
organizations. This, of course, is the natural variation we all have as humans. Dimensions of trust
involve credibility, relationships, and values. How can we attain a measurement of trust within
such varied contexts? The International Trust Scale measure’s an individual’s ability to trust
others based on certain values that they hold. Other scales have also been developed to survey
audiences, such as the Organizational Trust Inventory, which gauges participant trust in large
organizations (2007).
Rawlins also presents methods of creating, maintaining, and increasing trust, suggesting
that more trust will be associated with greater speed and lower business costs, with mistrust

prompting twice as much business costs. Yet not all impacts of trust are external— trust must be
fostered with employees to increase loyalty and retention. In fact, trust can be considered at each
level within an organization, starting with the CEO (2007).
Trust and Relationships
Relationships are closely related to trust factors, and can be measured in short or longterm degrees, along with outputs or measurements. This approach can be valuable for
practitioners who are seeking to build and maintain trust with publics. Identifying who an
organization needs to address, establishing strategies to reach them, and considering the results
of relationships are useful tools in trust-building (Hon and Grunig, 1999).
Research from Ledingham and Bruning explores the aspects of relationship management
in public relations, identifying the dimensions that are essential for practitioners to focus on.
These include trust, openness, involvement, investment, and commitment. They emphasize the
role of trust in the context of relationship management, in that both parties should trust each
other (1998). This suggests that viewing the concept of trust alone may not always be as
beneficial as viewing trust as it combines with other dimensions in relationships.
Methods
To gain a better understanding of the role that ESG reports can play in promoting
organizational trust from stakeholders, examining language and visual choices can provide a
sense of the priorities that organizations express in the reports. To begin, the top four largest US
oil and gas companies by revenue have been selected as examples (Statista, 2021). The fifth
company, Bp, is a large international (non-US) company that has been included for comparison,
particularly considering their responsibility and image efforts associated with the Deepwater

Horizon oil spill crisis. As large industry leaders, it can be expected that these companies will
have invested some degree of effort into the development and publication of the information
contained within the reports.
First, a quantitative approach is presented. Examining the frequency of certain
sustainability language in the reports can suggest the prioritization of certain words according to
stakeholder interests— environmental disclosure. While it cannot be determined exactly why the
corporations prioritized the words selected, self-comparison may provide a sense of one
organization’s frequency of a term compared to another term. From there, further questions
could be asked about comparisons between organizations. To begin, each of the five reports was
downloaded as a PDF packet and a word count and page count was collected. This information is
listed in Table 2. Next, each report was examined for six terms and their grammatical variations:
environment, sustainable, climate, responsible, carbon, emission. Variations include
sustainability, responsibility, etc. The number of occurrences of each of these terms was counted
and collected, presented in Table 1. The number of occurrences was then averaged according to
that report’s page number, providing a percentage that is comparable across all reports. This
information is presented in Figure 1, with each colored bar representing a term associated with a
company report.
The qualitative analysis focuses on the language used and the visual layout and design
choices of each report as they pertain to user experience. The analysis focuses on standout points
and features images to serve as examples of the content contained in the ESG reports. The
intention is to provide a scope of the audience experience that is shaped by organizational
framing and agenda choices, with the overall idea of trust-building at play. Each report is
analyzed and presented below.

Quantitative
Qualitative

Analysis
Frequency of selected words:
Environment/Environmental
Sustainability/Sustainable
Climate
Responsible/Responsibility
Carbon
Emission
Comments on layout design and language
Length and readability
Tone and positioning
Final comments and impressions

Table 1: Terms for analysis, sorted by quantitative and qualitative variables.
Results
The quantitative study provides a delineation of the frequency of sustainability terms
found in the ESG reports. All terms had a frequency of less than 1%, indicating that they
represent a very small portion of the language used in these particular ESG reports. It should be
noted that sustainability may have occurred more often due to the nature of many of these
companies referring to these as Sustainability reports. Among all companies, except Valero, the
term sustainability appeared more than other terms. In fact, Valero used sustainability less than
any of the other terms. All companies, except Bp, heavily favored the term environment and
emission. Bp used the term environment very little compared to the other terms. Exxon did not
use responsible or carbon to a high degree. Exxon favored the term sustainable at 0.56%.
Chevron did not favor the term responsible and had a similar distribution to Exxon, with
sustainable at 0.47%. Marathon used the term sustainable the most, at 0.56% and did not favor
responsible or climate. Valero favored the term emission at 0.52% but did not favor sustainable

or climate. Bp heavily favored sustainable at 0.79% (the highest overall frequency) but did not
favor responsible, environment, or climate.

Term
Word Count
Pages

Company
Exxon Mobil Chevron Marathon Valero
bp
14381
27314
30540
24094
62529
43
68
80
59
97

Table 2: Word count and pages for each of the five selected company ESG Reports

Figure 1: Word count and pages for each of the five selected company ESG Reports

Exxon Mobil
Donned in navy blue, Exxon’s ESG report begins by sharing the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals, followed by a lengthy letter from Chairman and CEO Darren
Woods. Large statistics of oil barrels sold, and gas operation productions are shared in
production, supply, and chemical sections. A designation of stakeholders, including customers,
governments, employees, and supplies, is listed with common areas of interest and engagement
approaches in paragraphs of small, dense text.
The section on environment shares social demands for sustainability, explaining Exxon’s
commitment to a ‘lower-carbon energy future’ and explaining a reduction in emissions and
greenhouse gas. No figures are cited. The section continues with a focus on plastic waste
management.

Figure 2: ExxonMobil's Climate Strategy, p. 10

A section on social commitments discusses safety, emergencies, health, diversity, human
rights, training, and community investments (with infographics). Continuously, the navy and
bright red brand colors are used as guiding devices, alongside large images of employees doing
their jobs. Standout figures and statistics are used throughout, though with minimal explanation
or elaboration.
The governance section covers ethics and integrity, leadership, and government
engagement. The report closes with performance data from XTO Energy (owned by Exxon
Mobil) to demonstrate Exxon’s transparency initiatives over a ten-year period. This information
is presented in a structured graph with minimal design. Overall, the report is basic, has minimal
design attention, and presents information in distinct sections, and is not attractive or enticing to
explore as a visual document.
Chevron
Describing themselves as the Human Energy Company, Chevron’s report uses
illustrations and icons to guide their sections. The report begins with messages from the
chairman and CEO and board of directors. The environmental section features large images of
animals and uses attractive green icons with large figures to share climate change statistics,
including lower-carbon capital allocation, carbon foot printing, policies, and metrics. This
information is not elaborated upon with textual explanation. The following pages discuss a netzero future with some associated metrics to reach this goal. Further pages with icons and
statistics support emissions-reduction goals. Risk management, water, and biodiversity sections
are all included in similar fashion.

Figure 3: Chevron's approach to key climate issues, p. 16

The social section focuses on empowering people through diversity and inclusion
initiatives, also with illustrations and icons. Employee spotlights are included throughout.
Detailed paragraphs supplement large, bold graphics and images of people. Human rights,
prosperity and development goals are included. The governance section covers board of directors
diversity, lobbying, and health and safety with flat, straightforward layout with minimal design
elements and relying on paragraphs of text.
Performance data shares tables of emissions, equity, performance, employment equity,
safety, and metrics. Overall, the report is simple and navigable, with effective use of icons, color,
minimized text blocks, and effective design techniques. The use of employee spotlights is

effective. This results in a document that is relatively interesting to engage with throughout,
particularly because the text is minimized.
Marathon Petroleum
Marathon opens their report a with icons showing figures at a glance. A lengthy message
from the CEO leads into sustainability highlights, with blue and white icons and bold numbers.
The approach to sustainability focuses on strengthening resiliency, innovating for the future, and
embedding sustainability. Shared value is presented in a large, bold infographic. The stakeholder
engagement section features designations for stakeholders, partners, customers, communities,
and governments. The environmental section uses bright green color blocks with icons, figures
and minimal text blocks. Images of nature and health environments are used liberally. Many
figures and callouts are used to share detailed statistics of sustainability initiatives.

Figure 4: Marathon Petroleum's Focus on Energy, p. 12

The section ‘Innovate for the Future’ follows a similar design scheme, using bright purple
color blocks and a consistent liberal use of icons and statistics. Still, minimal text makes this
engaging. The ‘Embed Sustainability’ section follows the previous, with orange icons and
callouts guiding content on an engaged workforce and diversity metrics. A specific section on
women transport drivers features employee stories. More images and engagement statistics
follow. Performance data closes out the report in similar fashion to the prior reports. Overall, the
report uses design elements, color, and reduced text in an effective way. It is generally visually
interesting and cohesive.
Valero
The stewardship and responsibility report from Valero initially features a reduced design,
with smaller, spaced-out text that is less visually crowded. However, it immediately jumps into
detailed environmental statistics with numerous infographics, this continues for numerous pages.
With intermixed images of thriving nature scenes combined with a myriad of statistics, the report
is crowded with information. Minimal text blocks shift the focus to the different design elements
throughout the pages. The safety section follows suite, with the report designed in a page-bypage visual poster style, rather than a document, with many pages of workers demonstrating safe
practices and camaraderie. Ironically, a lack of text does leave some gaps of information, leading
to confusion about separation of information. The next section, focusing on people, has many
images of the workforce, and reduces overall images to a more manageable degree for several
pages. The final section on Governance shows leadership members and dense pages of figures
and reporting statistics. Despite reduced text blocks, the report provides the viewer with an

inundation of information that is overwhelming. Numerous images, figures, and icons are
interesting, through require careful attention to specific elements.

Figure 5: Valero's Emissions Targets, p. 15
Bp
Bp’s report is donned in bright green color, with artistic script fonts used throughout. It is
clear, well-spaced, and uses design elements to inform the reader of specific steps or processes.
Some figures are oversaturated with information, and the script font is used heavily on some
pages. The language is guiding and explanatory in the introduction, before rapidly switching to a
basic, text-heavy layout. Images are used to show employees or equipment. Small text makes
some sections hard to follow or engage with. Small figures provide information that is hard to
discern. Some pages consist almost entirely of dense text. Numerous pages of objectives are
treated with more visual importance to guide the reader’s attention. Sections of energy and

sustainability feature some images and statistics. This format continues through the remainder of
the document, with little attention given to headers or engaging design.
The report is generally effective at drawing attention to some specific pages through
attractive design, such as the objectives and goals sections. By reducing this attention for the
bulk of the report, many sections blend together and are not engaging. As such, the reader is not
compelled to read or engage with these sections.

Figure 6: Bp's goals to Improve People's Lives, p. 26

Discussion
A review of the language and visual layouts of five major oil and gas corporation ESG
reports suggests that these factors are important in the way information is framed and have
potential to suggest how audiences engage with the reports and build trust with organizations.
The quantitative results provide a scope of the internal language preferences in the
reports. It is difficult to make comparisons between the reports, but it is useful to consider how
some corporations prioritize certain words over others. While all words consisted of less than 1%
of the total word count, some of the companies like Valero preferred to use words like emission
far more than sustainable, like the rest of the companies did. Still, this analysis is highly limited
and does not lend itself to immediate interpretation and can serve more as a reference or basis for
further exploration.
The qualitative results show differences in ESG report visual design and emphasis. Some
companies, like Bp and Valero, put clear emphasis on specific sections of the report through
illustrative elements and eye-catching layout. This prompted the reader to be more interested in
these sections, particularly when contrasted with many other pages being bogged down with
dense paragraphs of text. This indicates that the companies framed the report in a way that
guided the reader through their prioritized areas of the report. In nearly all the reports, the
sections focusing on sustainability emphasized green text and natural imagery to associate their
content with “green” efforts. Frequently, significant figures, statistics and percentages were
prominently displayed, though often with little explanation or reference. Again, this drew the
reader to pay attention to this information, while disregarding the larger explanatory text
sections. Assuming that many readers will not be paying very careful attention to each sentence

in these reports spanning at least forty pages, it is likely that they will be guided by such design
choices.
As public relations devices, these reports hold potential to explore the concept of trust. In
asking how oil and gas companies use language and visuals in ESG reports as a PR device to
promote trust-building, it is evident that the framing intentions and emphasis placed on certain
sections and language in ESG reports have implications for audience engagement. Minimal text
was used in sections that featured highlights and figures, drawing the reader to pay attention to
these elements. This intentionality is evident in the lack of elaboration or citations for most
percentages or statistics. Despite being large oil and gas corporations centered on taking products
from the planet, the corporations are able to present lengthy documents in an effort to build an
image of sustainability. As a media device, ESG reports can provide a space for dialogues, which
can promote or discourage trust.
Short-term engagement with these reports is likely to be guided by the eye-catching and
illustrative sections of the report, which will help to shape audience perceptions of the
corporation. Without referencing a specific audience segment, it is difficult to determine the
long-term engagement implications, and associated trust-building implications. Additionally,
these short and long-term engagements have implications for the corporation to build and
maintain an image of trust and transparency.
Overall, it is likely that an average user who is briefly skimming the report, without a
highly cynical eye, will be guided by the way this information is presented. As a trust device, it
is likely that this report will increase audience trust in the corporation’s sustainability efforts.
However, this is not an ideal scenario for trust-building since the information is being framed in
a specific way, and total transparency is not involved. This is clear in the lack of accountability

for sustainability errors or crises, such as discussion of Exxon’s Deepwater Horizon crisis. Since
there are external economic and stakeholder pressures for corporations to present an image of
sustainability, and given these framing efforts, it cannot be assumed that good-will is at the
center of the ESG reports. Therefore, trust will stem from the framing and agendas, not
necessarily from audience perceptions of these organizations as wholly altruistic or caring.
Future studies could benefit from exploring these reports through surveys and focus
groups, allowing participants to navigate the reports and comment on the elements that stand out
to them the most. Further delineation of sustainability language with specific sentence contexts
could provide insight into the way that these organizations are using this language to guide the
reports. Finding ways to compare language use across reports could also be beneficial.
Public relations practitioners can consider the concept of trust, both as an ideal and as a
product of good communications. When developing ESG reports, corporations should strive to
be transparent and clear in the presentation of information without relying on agendas or
framing. This way, audiences are free to build trust from their own subjective experiences and
interpretations of information, which is the most ideal scenario for trust and long-term
relationships.
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